Before You Decide to Adopt an ACD

Ohio-Owned ACD Alter Program

Australian Cattle Dogs
are a herding breed. They
were bred to drive cattle
all day in harsh conditions, and to make
decisions on their own.
This means they are very
active most of the day
physically and mentally.
It is the rare ACD that
doesn’t need something
to do all day; they do
exist, but most often
those are the ACDs who
keep their homes and do
not find themselves in a shelter. If they do not have an
outlet for their physical and mental activity, they can
become barkers, destructive, over-protective, or will
wander off. ACDs can escape a 6’ fence with ease,
either by climbing or jumping. Invisible fencing will
not stop an ACD on a mission either, nor will it stop
strange dogs/animals/people from wandering onto
your property, causing your ACD to defend their
territory and possibly hurting someone or themselves.

It is OCDRT’s goal to prevent ACDs from ending up in
a shelter or looking for a new home, due to reasons
that can be avoided, including issues that can present with an intact dog.
Temperament is a huge
issue
with
unaltered
animals including dog
aggression, item guarding, territory aggression,
human aggression, and
more due to hormones
overruling the majority of
their decisions. Medical
issues are another issue
with unaltered animals
including every type of
sexual organ cancer or
malfunction.
Running
away or wandering off to
follow their hormonal
instinct is a huge reason
they are found as strays
and if they were displaying temperament issues
in their home, they are never claimed. Pregnancy is
another issue: wanted or unwanted it is very expensive to properly care for a pregnant female and all the
pups until they are 8 weeks of age and able to leave
the litter and Mom. With all this to consider, OCDRT
feels by assisting with alters, many reasons for
re-homing an ACD can be avoided.

Raised properly, they can be great with your children;
however, this does not mean they will be great with
your child’s friends. If the children start to wrestle or
chase, the ACD may see this play as ‘their’ child
being in danger and it will trigger them to protect.
They will also herd kids just like they were bred to
herd livestock so it’s very important any interaction is
monitored and channeled into proper behavior.
Herding any human is strictly off limits and not to be
encouraged. Supervision is always a must between
children and dogs. Baby gates and crates are a great
way to keep harmony in the home when babies/toddlers are around and as the children grow, they need
to be taught to interact properly with the animals in
the home. Some can become aggressive towards
other dogs and will rarely back down from a fight if
provoked. This is true of both sexes. It is paramount
that an ACD is socialized continually for its entire life
As your companion, they absolutely must have basic
obedience, and know you are not to be challenged. If
they feel you are not in control they will take over the
household. They do not take to rough handling, and
the corrections need to match the improper behavior. An ACD will usually bend over backward for their
“human” when worked with positive reinforcement
and proper corrections.

With the above issues in mind, Ohio Cattle Dog
Rescue Team has implemented an Alter Program
specifically for ACDs in Ohio. As funding permits and
with Board confirmation and approval, OCDRT will
pay up to $100 directly to the veterinary clinic where
the alter procedure will be completed. In order to
request alter assistance you must adhere to the
following terms:
1. Must be an Australian Cattle Dog; and
2. Must live in Ohio.
For full details on the Alter Program, please visit our
website at www.OCDRescueTeam.org.

About OCDRT

OCDRT Fosters

Adoption Process

Australian Cattle Dogs (ACDs) are often found in
shelters due to their frequently misunderstood
behaviors. Many people do
not do proper research on
the
breed
prior
to
purchasing from a breeder
and simply fall for the pup’s
adorable look. Ohio Cattle
Dog Rescue Team (OCDRT)
is an established rescue
that works to keep ACDs in
their homes and out of
shelters through education,
advice, our Alter Program,
and many other pathways.
Our Board members have
been active in rescue for
many combined years and
the founders have been
active in ACD rescue since
2003. Each Board member has also been active with
other rescues.

Our fosters are normally older pups or young adults.
We are often asked if the adult will bond with its new
family, and our
answer
is
a
resounding ‘YES!’
This breed is very
loyal
and
will
typically pick one
person
in
the
family to shadow
but will interact
with all in the
family. When you
adopt an adult,
you skip all the
unknowns
that
can come with a
puppy. The adult’s
size, color, looks,
and temperament
are known, whereas a puppy is a blank slate.

Our adoption fee goes towards the dog’s
spay/neuter, vaccinations, microchip, fecal testing,
deworming, heartworm/tick disease testing and
treatment/preventative. All other medical needs are
addressed as needed and all fosters are fed a
premium food. All routine medical procedures and
testing are completed when the dog goes to its new
home.

OCDRT takes in ACDs primarily from shelters.
Owner surrenders are considered on a case by case
basis if we have room, as all dogs are fostered in a
private home until adoption. After OCDRT takes in
an ACD, we then complete all the vetting,
evaluations, necessary training, and, when the ACD
is ready, offer them for adoption to approved homes.
ACDs who are in a shelter may be there for any
number of reasons and
most often it is through
no fault of their own.
They are very cute as
puppies, but when they
start to herd, mouth, bark,
ignore their person to do
what pleases them, many
people become overwhelmed and give the
puppy away or surrender
them to a shelter. These
behaviors are all normal
ACD behaviors, and with
proper training (of both
the dog and its humman!)
an amazing reltionship can be built with this highly
intelligent and athletic animal.

We frequently do have puppies to adopt as well! Our
puppies stay in their foster hom until they are 16
weeks of age so we can have them altered and
vaccinated and start a very strong foundation in
socialization and training.
We are a 501(c)3 and all donations are tax
deductible. Donations go toward helping with
OCDRT’s expenses for each dog, such as proper
veterinary care, food, and other supplies.

We are not a public shelter.
Each dog is fostered in a private home until
adoption.
All of our foster dogs
have lived in their foster
home for at least 2 to 3
weeks. This lets us learn
their temperament, likes
and
dislikes,
and
training level of the dog.
This is critical in placing
the dogs in the proper
home. It isn’t fair to the
dog or the new owner
when a dog is adopted
out and then is returned
because
it
is
not
compatible with the
lifestyle of the new owner. We take pride in knowing
the dogs before determining which home is a good
match. We want both the adopter and foster to be
compatible and happy.
For more information about available dogs, our
adoption process, or to ask a question, visit our
website at www.OCDRescueTeam.org. Please make
note of a foster’s needs before filling out an
application. Their likes, dislikes, and any concerns will
be noted in each individual dog’s bio. Ensuring these
items are a match with your home and lifestyle is of
vital importance for the relationship between you
and the dog to thrive.
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